
Exclusive Pouch Converter of STANDCAP

Convenient. Clean. Disruptive. The premade STANDCAP Pouch is an 
easy-to-use lightweight package providing mess-free dispensing, 

99% product evacuation, and instant shelf impact.



NO NEW ASSETS NEEDED
Glenroy provides the STANDCAP Pouch as a turnkey premade pouch solution.

LIFESTYLE TRENDS
The STANDCAP Pouch is lightweight, portable, and 
ideal for on-the-go consumers and ecommerce.

TRANSPORTATION & STORAGE SAVINGS
Unfilled rigid packaging can take up 26 times 
the space of unfilled pouches designed for the 
same product. Why ship/store air?

TOP OF MIND
Fits in fridge door so it won’t be pushed to the back of the 
refrigerator and forgotten. 

KEEP IT FRESH
Aptar’s SimpliSqueeze® valve maintains product 
freshness between uses.

Provide consumers with a new level of 
convenience and grow market share 
with the new premade STANDCAP 
Pouch from Glenroy.

PRODUCT EVACUATION
Consumers can easily access virtually 100% of the 
product without the frustration of wasted product.

ULTIMATE EASE
Easy to open, use, reclose, and store. Also requires less 
squeeze force and provides more controlled dispensing 
than squeezable rigid packaging.

MAGNETIZE MILLENNIALS
Our nation’s largest generation has an 
affinity for pouches, and Mintel’s 2018 Global 
Packaging Trends study points out innovative 
flexible packaging as a way to draw millennials 
shopping the periphery back to center aisles.

CLEAN, CONTROLLED DISPENSING
Evenly distribute product with no mess and 
clean product cutoff. 

LOSE THE UTENSIL
No spoon/knife required (and no cross-
contamination of product from utensils.)



F OODS

Jams/jellies/preserves

Nut butters

Condiments

Dressings

Toppings

Syrups

Honey

Sandwich spreads

Frostings

PERSONAL CARE  PRODUCTS

Shampoo/conditioner

Body wash

Sunscreen

Moisturizers

Ointments

Exfoliants

Lotions

Creams

Gels

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

Dishwashing liquid

Car wax/glaze

Cleaners

Polishes

Conditioners

Adhesives

Soaps

The premade STANDCAP Pouch is ideal for squeezable products that 
require clean, controlled dispensing. 

A leading brand is commanding 
a 25% higher price per oz. in 
the STANDCAP Pouch vs. a 
rigid package—while increasing 
overall sales by 69.7%.

In eye-tracking studies within 
a retail environment, the 
STANDCAP Pouch was noticed 
40% faster & viewed 53% 
longer than a rigid package. 



PACKAGING DES IGNED FOR MILLENNI A L S

The premade STANDCAP Pouch allows established brands to 

breathe new life into entire product categories, and provides 

a way for emerging brands to compete with larger CPGs in 

gaining shoppers’ attention.

Millennials are now our nation’s largest living generation, 

holding over $600 billion in annual purchasing power. That 

buying power is predicted to reach $1.4 trillion annually 

by 2020. With millennials’ proven affinity for pouches and 

convenience, the premade STANDCAP Pouch is a clear choice 

for brands aiming to attract more millennial consumers.

According to Joe Pryweller, senior 
industry analyst at market research 
firm Freedonia Group, millennials 
“adore pouches.” 

Mintel’s recent report “Global 
Packaging Trends 2018” states that 
young shoppers are increasingly 
“shopping the periphery” of 
stores, turning their backs on the 
center aisles.

The Global Packaging Director for 
Mintel points to flexible packaging as 
one way to attract millennials back to 
center store aisles.

“The millennial generation is not as beholden to traditional packaging. They are 
looking for new, exciting types of packaging that they can use in their everyday lives.”



C USTOM IZED CLOSURE 

The STANDCAP Pouch’s innovative closure was developed by Aptar, a leader in 

dispensing solutions. This patented dispensing solution provides the pouch with 

stability and features an easy to open flip-lid closure, built-in tamper evidence, and 

proprietary SimpliSqueeze® valve technology for superior dispensing performance.

DI S R UPT  YOUR  PRODUCT  CATEGORY

The STANDCAP pouch has been proven 

successful in the marketplace—increasing 

market share significantly for an established 

brand—and the pouch is poised to disrupt 

entire product categories. 

As the exclusive pouch converter of 

STANDCAP, Glenroy leverages proprietary 

VOLPAK converting technology to deliver 

STANDCAP as a premade pouch,  providing 

brands with a low  cost of entry option.

TAMPER EVIDENCE

• Built-in ring pull is quick 

& easy to remove

S IMPL ISQUEEZE®  VALVE  TECHNOLOGY

• Provides controlled drip-free dispensing with clean product cutoff 

• Improves oxygen barrier & maintains product freshness between uses

• SimpliSqueeze® valve can be fully customized for the viscosity of your 

product and the desired product stream

Glenroy provides the premade STANDCAP Pouch as a turnkey solution, 
with low cost-of-entry and no capital expenditures required.



CALL 800.824.1482   EMAIL INFO@GLENROY.COM   VISIT GLENROY.COM/STANDCAP

For over 50 years, Glenroy has been a trusted supplier of high-quality customized flexible packaging. Specializing in 
flexible packaging laminations and innovative stand-up pouches, we serve leading brands in a variety of industries.

Horizontal Form/Fill/Seal Solutions

VOLPAK is the leader in developing innovative 
pouch packaging machinery. Global 

STANDCAP Pouch applications supported 
by VOLPAK. Applications specific to North 

America sold and supported by R.A JONES.

Dispensing Solutions

Aptar’s customized pouch dispensing solution 
features an easy-to open flip-lid closure and 

a tamper evident pull ring. Its proprietary 
SimpliSqueeze® valve technology delivers a 
drip-free and controlled product dispense.

Fill/Seal Technology

Viking Masek, an industry leader in flexible 
packaging equipment, completes the supply 

chain with their fill/seal solutions for 
pre-made STANDCAP Pouches.

Exclusive Pouch 
Converter of STANDCAP

Our STANDCAP Partners

 Sometimes, to stand out, you have to change your 
perspective. Be the first to disrupt your product 

category with this game-changing pouch. 

To learn more, visit glenroy.com/standcap.


